
Effective Conflict 
Resolution



Our Objectives

§ Defining “conflict”
§ Understanding why conflict exists?
§ The styles of conflict management
§ Removing the “finger pointing” 
§ The “IBR” Approach
§ Steps to resolving conflict
§ Focusing on outcomes



Defining Conflict

§ con·flict (knflkt) n. 1. A state of open, often 
prolonged fighting; a battle or war.

§ A state of disharmony between incompatible or 
antithetical persons, ideas, or interests; a clash.

§ Opposition between characters or forces in a 
work of     drama or fiction, especially 
opposition that motivates or shapes the 
action of the plot.

Do not fear conflict, embrace it!



Functional vs. Dysfunctional

§ Functional/Cognitive conflict - task oriented;       
typically evolves from varying perspectives; provides 
opportunities for shared benefit; typically the driving 
force behind new ideas, solutions and processes

§ Dysfunctional/Affective Conflict – primarily emotion 
based and driven; focuses on people and behaviors 
rather than a situation

Which do you encounter the most?



Facts about Conflict:
• It	is	a	situation	in	which	one	or	both	parties	perceive	a	
threat	(whether	or	not	the	threat	is	real).

A	conflict	is	more	than	just	a	
disagreement.

• Because	conflicts	involve	perceived	threats	to	our	well-
being	and	survival,	they	stay	with	us	until	we	face	and	
resolve	them.

Conflicts	continue	to	fester	
when	ignored.

• Our	perceptions	are	influenced	by	our	life	experiences,	
culture,	values,	and	beliefs.

We	respond	to	conflicts	based	
on	our	perceptions of	the	

situation,	not	necessarily	to	an	
objective	review	of	the	facts.	

• If	you	aren’t	comfortable	with	your	emotions	or	able	to	
manage	them	in	times	of	stress,	you	won’t	be	able	to	
resolve	conflict	successfully.

Conflicts	trigger	strong	
emotions.

•When	you’re	able	to	resolve	conflict	in	a	relationship,	it	
builds	trust.	You	can	feel	secure	knowing	your	relationship	
can	survive	challenges	and	disagreements.

Conflicts	are	an	opportunity	for	
growth.



Common causes of conflict:

§ Different priorities 
§ Opinions
§ Lack of mutual respect 
§ Communication 
§ Emotions
§ Weak consensus process
§ Assumptions
§ Different responses to change





Types of Conflict & Solutions:

DATA	conflicts	will	
usually		have	data	

solutions

RELATIONSHIP
conflicts	will	typically	
need	relationship	

solutions

VALUES	conflicts	will	
need	a	values	based	

solution

RESOURCES	conflicts	
will	have	solutions	

that	address	resources

Interests/Values	–
culture,	ethics

Structural	 –
organizational;	
conflicting	goals	

EMOTIONAL	conflicts	
must	address	the	

underlying	emotional	
needs

How	can	this	help	us	
better	manage	

conflict?



§ Conflict can interfere with internal and external 
client relationships if not managed quickly and 
effectively

§ Conflict resolution can help our clients work 
through challenging situations and decisions; just 
like it can help our teams; benefits both the internal 
and the external customer

§ We sometimes “manage” conflict without even 
realizing it

§ We sometimes avoid conflict without even 
realizing it

Did You Know?



Studies Show:

On	average,	
employees	spend	
2.8	hours	per	week	
dealing	with	conflict

25%	of	employees	
avoid	conflict	by	
being	absent	from	

work

Conflict	is	costly:	
$359	billion	in	paid	
absentee	hours

42%	of	a	manager’s	
time	is	spent	
seeking	an	

agreement	when	
conflict	has	arisen	
with	team	members



Team 
cohesiveness

Creativity 
and 

innovation

Increased 
satisfaction & 

stronger 
relationships

Hostile 
environment

Loss in 
productivity

Unhappy 
customers

The Pros And Cons
Of Conflict

Collaboration
Diminished 

trust

Reduced 
communication



IBR = Interest-Based 
Relational Approach

Focus on the 
situation 

Keep people 
and problems 

separate

Active 
listening; 
mutual 
respect

Empathy; be 
open minded

Agree to the 
facts

Explore 
options 
together

Be 
collaborative, 
not combative



Which Style(s) Are You?
Competitive-
• We battle against one another; each person striving to “win”

Collaborative-
• We focus on unity to achieve goals; high focus on “us”

Compromising-
• We see the benefit of “bending”

Accommodating-
• We tend to give in to the other side

Avoiding-
• We avoid rather than face the conflict



5 Steps To Resolution:

Set the Scene 

Gather 
Information 

Agree on the 
problem (find 

common 
ground)

Brainstorm 
possible 
solutions 

Negotiate a 
solution 

Key Word:  
Collaboration



Effective Conflict 
Management:
§ Define acceptable behavior; 

accountability for behavior
§ Assume the right
§ Address conflict immediately 
§ Seek to understand the other point of view
§ View conflict as an opportunity



Focus on the Outcome
• Win/Win- outcomes occur when each 

side of a dispute feels they have won. 
Since both sides benefit from such a 
scenario, any resolutions to the conflict 
are likely to be accepted voluntarily

• Win/Lose- situations result when only 
one side perceives the outcome as 
positive

• Lose/Lose- means that all parties end up 
being worse off



Remember:

Manage stress quickly 
while remaining alert 

and calm.
By staying calm, you 
can accurately read 

and interpret verbal and 
nonverbal 

communication.

Control your 
emotions and 

behavior.
When you’re in control 
of your emotions, you 
can communicate your 

needs without 
threatening, frightening, 

or punishing others.

Pay attention to the 
feelings being 

expressed as well as 
the spoken words of 

others.

Be aware of and 
respectful of 
differences.
By avoiding 

disrespectful words and 
actions, you can almost 

always resolve a 
problem faster.



Knowledge Check:

§ Why is it helpful to view conflict as a positive?
§ What are the primary causes of conflict?
§ What style of conflict manager are you?
§ What is the key word to conflict resolution?
§ What will you implement as a result of this 

workshop?



Your team matters:

§ Foster an environment where conflict is 
openly discussed in a positive manner

§ Ensure all points of view are heard and 
respected; foster a culture of mutual 
respect

§ Develop constructive ways to discuss 
conflict



Thanks for participating!


